
Five librarians are talking to each other about their favorite libraries around the world. Find out what their favorite libraries

are.
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Shirt: black, green, orange, red, white

Name: Dale, Gregory, Jon, Keith, Todd

Age: 30 years, 35 years, 40 years, 45 years, 50 years

Library: Berlin State Library, British Library, New York

Public Library, Royal Danish Library, Trinity College Library

Author: Coelho, Dostoevsky, Hemingway, Orwell, Wilde

Books: 100, 200, 300, 400, 500

⇒ The librarian wearing the Black shirt is next to the

librarian who has 400 books.

⇒ Keith is somewhere between Gregory and Todd, in that

order.

⇒ Jon is at one of the ends.

⇒ The youngest man has 400 books.

⇒ At one of the ends is the librarian that has the largest

book collection.

⇒ The librarian who loves the Trinity College Library is

next to the librarian who likes Hemingway.

⇒ The 40-year-old man is somewhere between the man

wearing the Red shirt and the 30-year-old man, in that

order.

⇒ The librarian that has fewer books is next to the

librarian who loves the New York Public Library.

⇒ At the fourth position is the man who likes the

American author.

⇒ Dale has 300 books.

⇒ The oldest librarian is exactly to the left of the librarian

that loves the Trinity College Library.

⇒ The man wearing the Orange shirt is somewhere

between the man who likes Orwell and the man who has

300 books, in that order.

⇒ At one of the ends is the man that has 300 books.

⇒ The librarian who loves the German library is exactly to

the left of the librarian who likes Wilde.

⇒ The man that has 400 books is exactly to the right of the

man that loves the Irish library.

⇒ Todd is somewhere to the right of the librarian wearing

the Orange shirt.

⇒ The man who loves the Trinity College Library is

somewhere between the 35-year-old man and the man

who likes Hemingway, in that order.

⇒ The man that likes the Irish author is somewhere to the

right of the man wearing the Orange shirt.

⇒ At one of ends is the man wearing the White shirt.

⇒ The librarian wearing the Black shirt is somewhere to

the left of the librarian who likes the Brazilian author.

⇒ The man that has 300 books is next to the man that

loves the British Library.
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